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Mindful Movement & Outdoor Pursuits

� Course Content
� Adventure Education

� Camping/Backpacking

� Orienteering

� Wilderness Sporting
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� Orienteering Course

� Knot Tying Challenge

� Backpacking Trip Plan

� Written/Group Reflections  

“Before this class, I did not 
work well with other people. I 
usually took over everything 
without giving my peers so 
much as a say in the project in 
question.”

“I LOVED how much we 
laughed in this class! It was 
a welcomed change from 
stressful classes”

“I feel like the class has taught me 
things that I can actually use later.  
It has made me more interested in 
going backpacking.  I tried hiking 
with a friend.  It was so fun.  I 
want to take this class again with 
some friends.”

“The idea of not having instant 
gratification is something that 
is no common among this 
generation…not being able to 
google the answer to the 
challenges creates a team-like 
enviornment”
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� Course Content
� Relaxation/Mindfulness

� Yoga

� Dance

� Pilates

� Tai Chi

� Mindfulness Reflections
� (walks, breathing, moments)

� Student Book/Video Project
� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zzf2QSSKnv8&feature=share

� Creating Yoga Poses/Flows

� Create a Dance
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“I saw my card (the one I wrote them in 

class) and then they all thanked me and told 

me I was very nice. Then they gave me the 

lunch for free and I thanked them…It made 

me learn the large impact being mindful has 

on not just me but also others around me. It 

helped me understand the good impact 

mindfulness has on others in my life!”

“I thought that this class was 
very beneficial because before I 
would have trouble sleeping at 
night and I had to get up in the 
morning for practice, but after 
taking this class and learning 
breathing exercises it has 
helped me sleep better and 
alleviate my stress from school 
and sports.”

“I really enjoyed mindful 
movement this quarter. It 
was a great way to learn 
strategies on how to deal 
with temporary emotions 
and stress and to keep in the 
moment…I am seeing an 
improvement how I deal 
with overwhelming 
emotions and stress.

“Mindfulness and 
meditation has been  
INCREDIBLY beneficial to 
myself.  I began doing yoga 
at home once I had learned 
about it in 
class…Meditation has 
made me more relaxed and 
increased focus.”


